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Abstract 
The theory of dyadic intrastate conflict cause and resolution containing transnational 

ethnic kin is under development. One of the things current research share is the focus on 

the cases where conflict erupts, or where conflict resolution fails, and its causes. The 

aim of this study is to try to contribute and develop the generalizing theory. The focus 

on the study rests on the impact that state apparatus characteristic has on risk for 

conflict. The research builds on theoretical framework from the consociational theory. 

The subject is of relevance both for the field of peace and conflict research as theory 

development, and for policy makers. 

The study has resulted in two observations. First, it supports the claim of 

consociational theory that enhanced presence of its nine favorable factors diminishes the 

risk for intrastate tension and violence. 

Second, it proposes that a successful decentralization is the possible key explanatory 

characteristic of state apparatus that decreases risk for dyadic intrastate conflict. The 

causal mechanism here being heightened credibility and legitimacy of constitution 

because of increased trust and lowered fear of further ethnic discrimination. It is 

necessary to verify these results before further theory development can be done.  
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Introduction 
 

“What motivates men to slay the enemy is anger.” 

“Anger can revert to happiness, annoyance can revert to joy, but a vanquished state cannot be 
revived, the dead cannot be brought back to life. Thus the enlightened ruler is cautious about it, the good 

general respectful of it. This is the Tao for bringing security to the state…” 

- Sun Tzu1 

 

Intrastate conflict dyads between government and a rebel-group, on both micro- and 

macro level, has become more and more common in the last 50 years (Figure 1).2 

Africa is one of the most affected continents due to the rapid development only in the 

last century.3 Many states in Africa were created in the aftermath of colonialization, 

where state borders where drawn out of convenience and third party mediation. Looking 

at a modern map the evidence is still there in unnatural straight borders, without regard 

for psychosocial factors. This resulted in the divide of several larger ethnic groups 

across a number of states. These are called transnational ethnic kin (TEK). The divide of 

these ethnic groups created minorities, that in many cases still are treated with 

inequality and marginalization, leading to discontent and possibly intrastate conflict. 

Today, migration of both physical and psychosocial factors, associated with TEK, can 

spread both intrastate conflict to other states, as well as create interstate conflict. With 

this emerges a new importance of understanding intrastate dyadic conflict containing 

TEK.4 

The theory of dyadic intrastate conflict cause and resolution containing TEK has 

earlier been neglected, but has now spawned an increasing stream of research on various 

levels and theories. But one of the things they all often share are the focus on the cases 

where conflict erupts, or where conflict resolution fails, and its causes.5 The examples 

can be numerous but some are the civil wars in Yugoslavia, Turkey, and Rwanda, to 

mention a few. The following study strives to broaden the theory through continued 

research using the states of Mali and Niger. These countries have had simultaneous 

uprisings during the last two decades, but when conflict reemerged in Mali in 2012 

Niger remained unaffected. This study therefor focuses on the difference between a case 

where conflict erupts, and where it does not. 

The paper will first account for relevant literature, then proceed to the research design, 

establishing the purpose and delimitations of the study. The analysis will be parted in 

two, country for country, and then compared. Finally, conclusions will be drawn. 

  

                                                 
1 Sawyer, Ralph, (2003), p 23, 117. 
2 Pettersson, T. & Wallensteen, P. (2015), p 537-539; Figure 1. 
3 Adebayo et al, (2009), p 3; Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 682. 
4 Cederman, L., et al., (2013), p 390, 393-394; Salehyan, I. (2009), p 4-7, 15, 26, 37; Adebayo et al, (2009), p 2-4, 6; 
Rubin, B.R., (2006), p 17-18; Rubin, B.R., (2006), p 17-18. 
5 Salehyan, I. (2009), p 5-6, 56. 
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Purpose 

The aim of this study is to try to contribute and develop the generalizing theory on 

dyadic conflict eruption in Africa, containing marginalized TEK. The focus on the study 

rests on the impact that state apparatus characteristic has on risk for conflict. In conflict 

research, the state is often analyzed as a sovereign unit, disregarding regional variation 

within state boundaries or political reach, which can be misleading in research 

containing TEK. The implication of this is that the TEK and its characteristics should 

have lesser importance when comparing intrastate conflict emergence between different 

states. Limited that the group in question are the same. Instead the cause of conflict 

seems to be the amount of influence over state power that TEK are assigned, which is 

connected with the construction and institution of state. 

 Research on TEK are not complete, but in this kind of study discourse on 

transnational rebels (TNR) apply to a large extent. This can be used when describing 

their role in a dyadic conflict.6 

This research will build on theoretical framework from the consociational theory. The 

research question at hand is; 

 

Which state apparatus characteristics within African states cause a lower risk for 

intrastate conflict from marginalized transnational actors? 

 

The subject is of relevance both for the field of peace and conflict research as theory 

development, and for policy makers. The study is theory developing since the cases 

cannot be chosen based on key explanatory factors, but from the outcome required to 

explain, and it builds on previous research. It is not intended to rival with earlier 

developed theory. Instead, it focuses on contributing with insight and probability on 

additional key explanatory factors. A consequence of this being a theory developing 

study is precisely that it can only give probabilistic explanations. In other words, it can 

only contribute to heighten the probability of the key explanatory factor, not give 

deterministic explanations. For this the theory will have to be tested and proven.7 The 

study is relevant in social debate because of the earlier statement that intrastate conflict 

is an increasing number of the active conflicts in the world. A general theory on how 

state internal factors affect can hopefully create an advantage, in preventing future 

conflict, through preliminary positioning during policymaking. Instead of react the state, 

and the international community, can act. This would mean a solution on a long term 

perspective. Beyond this a thorough understanding of the actors involved during 

conflict, and their cost and benefit calculations, can contribute to general theory 

concerning conflict management and resolution on a short term perspective. 

  

                                                 
6 Salehyan, I. (2009), p 6, 169-171. 
7 Esaiasson, P. et al. (2012), p 112, 114, 121. 
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Literature Review 

Intrastate conflict (WHAT) 

Today armed intrastate conflict is the most common type of conflict.8 One standard 

definition of armed intrastate conflict is an irreconcilability between state government 

and a second actor regarding government and/or territory, where the use of armed force 

has resulted in minimum 25 battle-related deaths a year.9 In comparison, one standard 

definition of civil war inquires at least 1000 battle-related deaths a year, with at least 

five percent on both sides.10 The common ground for intrastate conflict and civil war are 

incumbent governments, whose sovereignty is being questioned by its citizens through 

political and/or military action.11 The exact number of deaths is in this study irrelevant. 

Regardless if a conflict is regarded as war or not, the important factors for 

understanding and possibly preventing, intrastate conflict are opportunities and 

motivation for questioning state sovereignty, and the role that all parties play in it. 

Opportunity and motivation (WHY) 

An actor needs both opportunity and motivation for a conflict to ignite. Opportunity 

can include several factors. Opportunity factors that enhances conditions for conflict is a 

large relative demographic size in favor of the actor, actor internal structure, and the 

availability of external support, since these factors affect the ability to mobilize. The 

factor a large total population is also connected with mobilization since it affects state 

institutional reach. The elongation of the effects of a large population is geographic 

dispersion. When any kind of negative decline emerges, people tend to seek support 

among the close community. This creates a collective strength. A community that is 

closely knitted and big enough to mobilize, in other words an actor that is assembled 

rather than dispersed, may give opportunity for an uprising if state institutions are not 

present. Other opportunity factors are the external inflow of financial and military 

resources, since these factors creates a possible advantage in favor of the actor.12  

A motivation for a conflict is irreconcilability. Irreconcilability occurs over a 

contested incompatibility, which is a perceived divergence of interest from either one or 

both actors. The divergence of interest can be material, but is often depicted as a form of 

inequality or injustice. What one actor perceives as inequality or injustice, compared to 

other actors or norms, is a type of relative deprivation. Relative deprivation, along with 

lack of trust, is a common theory for the development of conflict.13 Relative deprivation 

is a very broad term that can be both too inclusive or exclusive depending on framing. A 

number of different studies have tackled the job of defining which conditions that create 

relative deprivation.  

Relative deprivation can occur due to greed or grievance. Greed as motivation for 

rebellion is defined as an occupation that generates profit to the actor. Here the 

motivation is enrichment rather than righting wrongs. Grievance on the other hand can 

include several factors. One factor for grievance is exclusion, or negative changes, from 

and in state power. Two other factors are a heterogeneous population, and lowered 

economic growth, since it creates further competing among actors. Lastly the factors 

                                                 
8 Pettersson, T. & Wallensteen, P. (2015), p 539. 
9 Wallensteen, P. (2007), p 22-24. 
10 Collier, P. & Hoeffler, A., (2004), p 565. 
11 Cederman, L., et al., (2010), p 93. 
12 Cederman, L., et al., (2010), p 96-98; Collier, P. & Hoeffler, A., (2004), p 565, 569-570, 588; Braathen, E. et al., 
(2000), p 18. 
13 Pruitt, D.G. & Kim, S.H., (2004), p 13, 19-20; Azam, J. (2001), p 442. 
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cultural discrimination, and a historical context of previous conflict, further enhances 

grievance.14 

One thing that is commonly discussed for both opportunity and motivation is social 

cohesion. An actor has a higher capability to function with minimal diversity among its 

members, making rebellion more feasible. An actors group members also has higher 

incentives to reach a goal when the group identity is strong.15 An example of such an 

actor is an ethnic group. Ethnicity is an important factor for the outbreak of intrastate 

conflict, both as opportunity enhancing as well as for creating motivation.16 Motivation 

is created through lack of nationalism, which is defined as government and nation as 

one with a common origin. Nationalism means that the political power should be of the 

same ethnicity as the governed people. Grievance occur when state institution is not 

neutral towards different ethnicities, regardless if its intentional or not. Due to the 

colonial heritage in many African states, nationalism did not sprout in newly formed 

states. A united society did not become reality because of the multiple ethnic groups 

that are intertwined.17 Ethnicity can be defined as a group with mutual experience of 

heritage and culture, where culture is a broad array of variables. This can for example 

include traditions, language and faith.18 Africa is a region were groups tend to hold their 

ethnicity and cultural heritage in high esteem.19  

Another theory on incitements toward ethnic conflict argue that ethnic conflict is 

instead caused by collective physical and cultural fear, and lack of trust. This occurs as 

a result from security dilemmas, right- or wrongfully assumed, causing the state 

government to lose credibility, legitimacy, and retain to coercion, thus creating 

opportunity and motivation respectively for rebellion. The weakened government 

thereafter may enhance the conflict by using more coercion and unnecessary force 

towards the opposing actor, as a result of having no conciliation legitimism. Both 

parties hereby wish to gain bargaining lever, before conciliation can take place. 

Functioning conciliation is based on stable agreements that assures so called safeguards 

that diminishes fear. Agreements are helped by implementation of four factors: 

demonstration of respect for the ethnic group, power-sharing, elections and regional 

autonomy or federalism.20 

Opportunity is a necessary but not sufficient condition for conflict. The conclusion 

of that is that motivation, regardless of sort, is more relevant than opportunity in the 

early stages of conflict. Later on in the conflict motivation in the form of grievance 

loses its significance.21 

Regardless of motivational factor; greed, grievance or fear, all theories conclude that 

state apparatus may hold an answer.  

Transnational ethnic kin (WHO) 

Intra-state conflict by ethnic groups can be caused or altered by effects that crosses 

state borders. These states are often bordering each other, but does not have to. One 

actor that can have this kind of an effect is transnational ethnic kin (TEK). TEK is an 

                                                 
14 Cederman, L., et al., (2010), p 95-97, 114; Collier, P. & Hoeffler, A., (2004), p 563-564, 569-571, 588; Salehyan, I. 
(2009), p 21; Gurr, T.R. (1993), p 188; Lemarchand, R. (1997), p 176, 185. 
15 Collier, P. & Hoeffler, A., (2004), p 570; Pruitt, D.G. & Kim, S.H., (2004), p 31. 
16 Cederman, L., et al., (2010), p 87-88, 113-114; Lake, D.A. & Rothchild, D. (1996), p 45; Adebayo et al, (2009), p 6, 
277-278; Rubin, B.R., (2006), p 13. 
17 Cederman, L., et al., (2010), p 89, 92, 114; Lecocq, J.S. (2010), p 30, 35-36; Braathen, E. et al., (2000), p 9. 
18 Cederman, L., et al., (2010), p 98-99; Lecocq, J.S. (2010), p 29. 
19 Adebayo et al, (2009), p 6, 277-278. 
20 Lake, D.A. & Rothchild, D. (1996), p 41-44, 49, 57-61; Salehyan, I. (2009), p 22, 24. 
21 Gurr, T.R. (1993), p189. 
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ethnic group that encompasses parts of multiple states. The process is enhanced by 

globalization, and induces change in social interactions. The simplest view of TEK is 

that they consist of merely physical migration over nation borders due to war or 

economic factors. But TEK can also consist of psychosocial migration such as identity, 

ethnicity, culture, political value, influence and power, to mention a few. The social 

cohesion may vary, but overall the homogeneity is stable enough for research. A dyadic 

intrastate conflict between government and an ethnic actor can be enhanced by a second 

dyadic conflict, where the cross-border kin induces a second conflict with the 

government in the first conflict, or establishes cross-border sanctuaries. But TEK can 

also create two separate dyadic conflicts, by spreading opportunity and motivation 

across borders. Cross-border sanctuaries also make counter-insurgency (COIN) efforts 

harder since they are established outside reach of state authority. 22 In short TEK can 

create conflict both between states as well as within the separate states in question. TEK 

does not necessary need to be minorities in both states.23 TEK are not to be bundled 

together with transnational rebels (TNR). TNR denotes a group with transnational ties, 

such as TEK, that rebels against state government.24 But nevertheless, it is important to 

keep in mind that not all TEK become TNR. 

Geographic spread of conflict (HOW) 

Conflict can spread among TEK in two ways, through escalation and through 

diffusion. Escalation is when a conflict in one state develops to include a third party 

from another state. This includes, among several, physical spill-over effect, and 

inspiration to mobilize in order to establish a common homeland. Diffusion, on the 

other hand, is when a conflict in one state increases the risk of conflict initiation in a 

neighboring state. This includes refugee flows, which is also a type of spill-over effect, 

and inspiration to mobilize after a successful rebellion in a neighboring state.25 

Consociational theory (WHERE) 

To lessen a potential outbreak of conflict, and reduce the geographic spread, a stable 

society is needed. Consociational theory, first discussed by Lijphart, builds on power-

sharing theory and implies that democracy has a possibility to become stable in 

ethnically divided states, if it takes into account the heterogeneity of the society rather 

than trying to force it into a homogenous model. This entails inclusion and agreement 

instead of exclusion and majority decision. What the theory implies is that even a 

deeply divided society can have a successful democracy if it is of a consociational kind. 

A consociational democracy has four pillars; (1) a grand coalition government that 

includes all ethnic groups, (2) cultural autonomy for these groups, (3) proportionality in 

political representation and appointments, (4) a minority veto with regard to vital 

minority rights and autonomy. Even if these four pillars are not implemented, the 

probability for a stable state and possibility for democratic development can still be 

found in nine background factors that may favor or hinder peace.26 

Favorable conditions are the presence of: (1) A proportional party system is 

preferable. A solid party majority may hinder, since it effectively excludes other parties 

in a dual heterogeneous system. (2) Socio-economic equality. Large differences 

                                                 
22 Cederman, L., et al., (2013), p 390, 393-394; Salehyan, I. (2009), p 4-7, 15, 26, 37; Adebayo et al, (2009), p 2-4, 6; 
Rubin, B.R., (2006), p 17-18; Rubin, B.R., (2006), p 17-18. 
23 Davis, D.R. & Moore, W.H. (1997), p 173-174; Lemarchand, R. (1997), p 179. 
24 Salehyan, I. (2009), p 56. 
25 Shaw, S. (2013), p 200. 
26 Lijphart, A. (1977), p 1, 5, 25, 54; Lijphart, A. (1996), p 258, 262-263. 
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between groups can create grievance. (3) A flexible center that can work as a neutral 

arbiter improves stability. Too many groups will create disability in cooperation. (4) 

Equal divide of power. Differences in size or power between groups creates imbalance 

of power. This can lead to domination rather than cooperation, both of the minority but 

also with rival majorities. (5) As with all democratic types policy-making in big states is 

facilitated by decentralization. Without it a large total population marks policy-making 

difficult because of the complexness of interests, and the limitation of reach. (6) 

External dangers that unifies the population. A lack of unity may influence lack of trust 

or fear. (7) Overarching loyalties such as nationalism enhances loyalty to state. 

Groupism creates shattered loyalties. With lack of nationalism, geographically 

concentrated groups may enhance the risk of resentment developing into physical 

hostility due to fear. Contact between groups toward a mutual understanding may be 

preferable, but can at the same time also create hostility. The lather is more relevant for 

societies with divergent group sizes. (8) Regional autonomy promotes divide of state 

power. In contrast dependence creates disempowerment. (9) Traditions of compromise, 

accommodation, and conciliation among leaders foster a civic society. Coercion on the 

other hand fosters violence.27 

Empirical cases have shown that a decline in consociationalism has been followed 

by escalated tension and violence.28 The theory may serve as an answer to where a state 

might curb opportunity and motivation for dyadic intrastate conflict with TEK, 

regarding state apparatus characteristic. 

 

Research Design 

Delimitations  

To answer the question according to the specified aim, it needs to first be narrowed 

down through delimitations. The delimitations are based on the literature review and 

builds on empirical cases where a transnational actor has not been involved in intrastate 

dyadic conflict in all states where the actor is present. This could be due to multiple 

factors such as  

 geographical location or environment that are specific for the region 

 regime type, government characteristic or economic development that are specific 

for the state at hand 

 relative population size or divergent historical grievances that are specific for the 

transnational actor at hand 

 and differing interferences from a third party 

The possible factors are seemingly endless, hence the increasing research. But by 

choosing cases in a way that omits certain additional factors it is possible to narrow the 

research. For example, in cases where the factors regarding transnational actors can be 

considered to be homogenous between states the outcome should be similar, all other 

factors omitted. If the empirical evidence shows that the outcome in these cases are not 

similar, this suggests that factors unrelated to the transnational actor are causal. The 

same process of delimitation can be done with all factors. 

The first delimitation concerns regional factors. Rough environment and scarce 

resources can work as a stimulus for conflict. All thou it may not be a necessary 

                                                 
27 Lijphart, A. (1977), p 55-57, 63-64, 66-69, 81-82, 85, 88, 99-100. 
28 Lijphart, A. (1996), p 266. 
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condition for conflict, it could lay ground for feelings of injustice. It can also hamper 

the states counter-insurgency efforts due to lack of local knowledge. A particular focus 

on this subject is given to the African drylands, and the Sahel.29 The writers on this 

subject are not in agreement with each other, but to eliminate any possible influence on 

the result from this factor a delimitation will be conflicts in the Sahel region.  

The second delimitation concerns original actors involved in the conflict. Since the 

aim of the study are the impact on transnational actor opportunity and motivation, from 

state apparatus differences, the possible influence on the result from differences in 

transnational actor needs to be eliminated. The delimitation on the transnational actor 

will therefore be an, to a large extent, homogenous ethnic group with a common history 

of marginalization and political goal, that were severed in the colonialization process. 

The ethnic group should reside in neighboring countries to further ensure strong internal 

ties. With this we assume that members of TEK will have the same goals and potential 

motivation for action, despite being divided by an international border. 

This brings to hand the third delimitation. The difference in state apparatus may have 

an impact on were a conflict is deemed fruitful, but it can only motivate TEK conflict 

with the TEK that are effected. This includes residing ethnic groups in the state, and 

their kin in other states through ethnic bonds. This does not include TNR, such as Al-

Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), that has external rather than internal political 

goals and reasons for entering a state.30 Conflict causes weakening of state, which in 

turn creates opportunity for TNR to gain hold. The third delimitation will therefore be 

concerned with time. The study will only include factors up to a point were 

transnational rebels gained hold of the rebellion, and thus changed its nature from state 

internal to external. This is difficult due to lack of mapping of TNR, and the 

delimitation will therefore be an assumption. 

The fourth delimitation concerns third party actors. As above, to ensure that influence 

on the results are not affected by other factors than state internal, third party actors will 

be excluded. All third party mediation is hard to exclude in today’s national arena. The 

conflict may be influenced both direct through aid, sanctions or likely, as well as 

indirect through other channels that are harder to chart without using regression 

analysis. Having this is mind while doing this research, third party actors are still of 

essence to exclude as far as possible. As in the case with TNR, time will be off essence. 

The study will only include factors up to a point were third party actors physically 

entered the conflict arena as mediators. This refers for example to the UN peace 

mission, MINUSMA. 

The last delimitation regards the overall timeframe. Marginalized actors in dyadic 

conflicts usually bear grievances from a long way back in history. Grievances that are 

not resolved will likely create conflict over and over again, building on earlier 

happenings. To ensure that impact from earlier characteristics are not intertwined into 

the study, only changes since the last conflict outbreak will be taken into account. In the 

same manner only changes up until the new conflict outbreak will be taken into account.  

Method 

Based on the delimitations stated, the population from which cases can be drawn are 

framed. This is a small-n comparative study, where n is referring to the number of units 

analyzed and should not be confused with the number of observations. The method for 

                                                 
29 Benjaminsen, T.A. (2008), p 820, 832-833; Salehyan, I. (2009), p 22. 
30 Salehyan, I. (2009), p 15. 
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comparison used are ‘most similar systems design’ (MSSD), where more than one unit, 

in this case states, share several common features and yet the outcome to be explained is 

different. The purpose of the method is to exclude independent variables to distinguish 

possible key explanatory variables for the outcome. MSSD is also well suited for 

regional studies, and intrinsic variables such as history and state structure.31 Common 

critique against MSSD is that if the research cannot exclude all but one key explanatory 

factor it is highly possible that the conclusion drawn are false. The elongation of this is 

that an outcome can depend on several key explanatory factors, but by using the method 

MSSD the causal mechanism cannot be examined.32  To answer this the aim of the 

study is repeated. This study is of theory developing type, which builds on earlier work. 

At this stage in the developing process the goal is to discover the possible causal 

factors. By repeating this study on more cases, paired with other research methods such 

as regression, cumulative knowledge is attained. This will, hopefully, lead to 

understanding of the causal mechanisms.  

The purpose of comparing two states, rather than comparing solemnly one from a time 

perspective, is to gain a higher probability and reliability for possible key explanatory 

factors. In addition to that, theory claims that weak states cause diffusion of individuals 

which result in spill-over effects of conflict to other states.33 This implies that Niger 

should have experienced a similar outcome. 

In addition to comparing two states, one of them is a negative case. A positive case is 

a case with a specific set of independent variables, and a specific outcome on the 

dependent variable. A negative case, on the other hand, is a case that is perceived as 

homogenous regarding the independent variables, but are lacking the specific outcome. 

The purpose with negative cases is to gain variation and reduce bias. If a key 

explanatory factor is lacking in the negative case, this will lead to a higher reliability in 

the conclusion.34 

Selected cases for analysis 

From the delimited population two cases are of relevance, namely the neighboring 

countries in the Sahel-region Mali and Niger. Here Niger is a negative case.  They have 

previously experienced conflict during the same time periods, and in 2012 another 

uprising flared up in Mali, which is still active. This after the return of many armed 

Tuaregs in 2011, to both Mali and Niger, from the battles in Libya. But since then have 

neither spill-over effect emerged in Niger from Mali, nor have any uprising begun yet.35 

Mali and Niger are both former French colonies that turned independent in the early 

1990s. Their road towards democracy since then have been exposed to similar obstacles, 

despite their different institutional set-up. Part of the obstacles are caused by economic 

underdevelopment, political and socioeconomic inequalities, and uprisings.36 

An overview of statistical data from United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 

and the World Bank, between year 1990-2012, show the countries similar basic features 

(Figure 2 and 3). The chosen basic features build on a previous study of Mali and 

Niger.37 The numbers presented shows that the two countries have a similar and low 

                                                 
31 Landman, T. (2003), p 23, 27-29, 111. 
32 Esaiasson, P. et al. (2012), p 118. 
33 Salehyan, I. (2009), p 166. 
34 Mahoney, J. & Goertz, G. (2004), p 654; Esaiasson, P. et al. (2012), p 117. 
35 Lins de Albuquerque, A. (2014), p 5, 9; Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 59, 66. 
36 Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 670-672; Moestrup, S. (1999), p 172; Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 62. 
37 Moestrup, S. (1999), p 175. 
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development- and economic base. What differs economically are the higher 

employment to population ratio year 2011, and the higher GDP per capita in year 2012 

(Figure 4), in Niger. This does not per se imply a higher risk for conflict in Mali than in 

Niger, if none of the ethnic groups involved experience inequality or injustice. But if the 

state does not distribute these factors evenly through various implementations grievance 

could occur. It is possible that the implementations have not in fact been appropriate, 

since there was a substantially lower percentage in satisfaction in Mali, compared with 

Niger. 38 

Both states are multi-ethnic societies, but Mali has more ethnic groups. One ethnic 

group in each country are dominant and represents about half of the population, the 

Bambara in Mali and the Hausa in Niger. The rest of the populations are spread across 

several minor ethnic groups. One of the most marginalized and discriminated minorities 

are the Tuareg. The Tuareg are a nomadic pastoralist people, of Berber origin, that has 

inhabited the dry peripheral Sahel-region since the thirteenth century. They are spread 

across Algeria, Burkina Faso, Libya, Mali and Niger (Figure 5), but the majority resides 

in Mali and Niger where they represent around 10 percent of the total population in each 

state. The language in all these states are Tamasheq and the most common religion is 

Islam They have strong values of family and loyalty.39 A common aspiration is the 

achievement of an independent homeland in the Tuareg territory, called Azawad, to 

protect the Tuareg language and culture.40 

The marginalization and inequalities has caused several connected Tuareg uprisings; 

in Mali 1990-1995 and 2006-2009, and in Niger 1990-1995 and 2007-2009.41 The 

handling of incidents and implementation from the two governments sides has since 

1990 gained little to non-effect on the uprisings. This imply that Niger’s strategy after 

2009 gave something else to the table, since no uprising broke out in 2012.42 This 

despite the prognosis after the last rebellion ended in 2009 that the Malian strategy for 

sustainable peace was more effective than the Nigerien.43 Emerson wrote in 2011 “While 

the 2009 settlement brought peace to Mali and Niger, the Tuareg problem is far from being permanently 

resolved – especially in Niger.”
44 Wing wrote in 2013 “Mali had earned a reputation as a democratic 

success story and yet the reality was far different.”
45

 

Previous research on Mali and Niger 

The use of Mali and Niger in this kind of research are not new, but so far no 

coherent theory seems to have emerged. Authors on the subject after 2012 are for 

example Lins de Albuquerque, A. (2014); and Westerfield, B. S. (2012). During 

previous rebellions authors as Emerson, S.A. (2011); and Krings, T. (1995) have written 

about marginalization as the motivation of these rebellions. Other studies on this 

question and method, using different cases, such as Lindemann, S. (2014), has also been 

done. 

                                                 
38United Nations Development Programme, (2013), p 150, 161, 173, 175, 177, 194; International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank, (2016), p 102; 
http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=world-development-indicators [2016-05-04]. 
39 Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 670-671; Lins de Albuquerque, A. (2014), p 6; Moestrup, S. (1999), p 175. 
40 Lecocq, B. & Klute, G. (2013), p 424-425, 430; Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 131. 
41 Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 672; Uppsala Conflict Database Program 
http://ucdp.uu.se/additionalinfo?id=373&entityType=1 [2016-05-04], 
http://ucdp.uu.se/additionalinfo?id=372&entityType=1 [2016-05-04]. 
42 IRIN, 11 April 2013. 
43 Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 669. 
44 Ibid (2011), p 682. 
45 Wing, S.D. (2013), p 476. 

http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=world-development-indicators
http://ucdp.uu.se/additionalinfo?id=373&entityType=1
http://ucdp.uu.se/additionalinfo?id=372&entityType=1
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The studies on earlier rebellions has stated that marginalization of the Tuaregs, 

leading to grievances, has been a key explanatory factor in several ways. The first factor 

has been the lack of influence and power in government. This have been much due to 

the centralized ruling institutions, but also with the set-up of these institutions. The 

Tuaregs have not been included since they were not from the majority ethnic group. The 

second factor has been that laws first and foremost favor agriculturalist which have 

inferred with historical oral land use rights. The Tuaregs have lost access to livelihood 

resources, which in turn hampers their way of living. The ruling ethnic groups neglect 

of their ethnic community have worked discriminating. In supplement to this, laws have 

also favored the ruling elite.46 Another factor for the continuation of uprisings have been 

that the peace accords that were signed were never implemented by the government to a 

desirable degree. Some demands in the peace accords were greater influence and 

autonomy. The conclusion from much of these earlier studies also states that if the 

grievances are not cared for the uprisings will continue to break out.47  

The studies after 2012 explores several different key explanatory factors for why 

Niger did not suffer from another uprising. The main factor that previous authors speak 

off is the impact of different counter-insurgency strategies (COIN), which is explained 

through the motivational factor physical and cultural fear. Mali’s approach in 2006-

2009 towards the Tuareg rebels was conciliated, and tried to maintain a peaceful 

solution. Niger’s on the other hand was coercive, and stroke down the rebels with 

military strength. Westerfield states that this made Mali a perceived easier target, 

creating motivation to rebel, and motivating returning Tuaregs from Libya in 2011 

towards Mali instead of Niger.48 However, no exact numbers have been collected, but 

nothing indicates that Mali received more returning Tuaregs than Niger. If anything, the 

opposite so far have more evidence.49 Westerfields claim does not correspond with the 

earlier stated theory on physical and cultural fear as cause for motivation. In contrast to 

Westerfields theory, the uprising did start in Niger in 2007 with the coercive strategy, 

consistent with the fear theory. The rebellion in Niger was also much more challenging 

than in Mali at that point according to Emerson. He claims that the strategy of 

conciliation was more effective than the coercive for bringing the rebellion into check.50 

The conclusion is that conciliation made Mali a perceived easier target which created 

further opportunities, not motivation, and must be separated from conciliation as a 

motivational factor. Otherwise an uprising would not have started in Niger in 2007, and 

vice versa in 2012. Physical and cultural fear is therefore still a possible key explanatory 

factor. 

Another motivational factor discussed is greed. However, this requires a resource 

that are not available for all parties. Mali does not have any natural resources, but Niger 

does in the form of uranium. A large part of Niger’s uranium mines is located in the 

Tuareg territory and this has caused feud before, but not in 2012.51 Mali does have an 

extended agricultural program, which could be a competed resource, but according to 

theory exclusion of groups are more common with mineral resources.52 Another 

resource that might be of relevance is international economic aid. But the possible gain 

                                                 
46 Krings, T. (1995), p 57-58, 60; Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 672-673. 
47 Krings, T. (1995), p 62; Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 672; Lins de Albuquerque, A. (2014), p 12. 
48 Westerfield, B. S. (2012), p 8, 27, 47-48. 
49 Shaw, S. (2013), p 201; Ki-Moon, B., (2012), p 6. 
50 Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 669, 678-679. 
51 Keenan, J. (2008), p 454, 457, 463; Westerfield, B. S. (2012), p 9. 
52 Azam, J. (2001), p 439. 
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from this might serve the government if corruption is present, not the marginalized 

minorities, causing motivation for the government which is not of relevance in this 

study. The exclusion from economic aid can, and have been, a motivation for the 

marginalized minority, but here the exclusion is the key, making it a source for 

grievance rather than greed.53 The last resource that might be of relevance is the profit 

from illegal smuggling and other occupations that have been a source of income in the 

northern parts of Mali and Niger.54 This may be a factor for seeking autonomy but it is 

not a factor relevant for state internal characteristic differences, which this is a study of. 

This occupational habit is more often attributed to transnational rebels, another 

delimitation. The conclusion of this is that the key explanatory factor for intrastate 

conflict due to government differences is most likely not greed. 

The last possible key explanatory factor is grievance, as in the studies on earlier 

rebellions stated above. The researchers after 2012 do not contribute to a coherent 

theory on this subject. They have all studied decentralization, with smaller differences, 

and not delivered mutual answers. Westerfield claims that the degree of decentralization 

is equal between Mali and Niger55, while Lins de Albuquerque claims that it is not.56 

The degree of marginalization has also been studied. Here the answer is mutual. The 

Tuaregs in Mali and Niger have been exposed to equal amount of marginalization in 

equal ways in history. However, this has changed after 2010 in Niger. The latest study 

concludes that Mali lacs state legitimacy and political reach57, but why does not Niger? 

Thus grievance is still a possible key explanatory factor. 

Lindemann stated in his research of motivation for transnational marginalized ethnic 

intrastate conflict, of Guinea and Côte d’Ivoire, and Syria and Turkey, that there are no 

clear answers. More research is required before we can claim any theory. The variables 

he used was both motivation and opportunity factors; degrees of political, socio-

economic and cultural marginalization, selectivity of state repression, geographic 

concentration, the extent of within-group inequalities, the state’s economic performance 

and territorial reach and the availability of cross-border sanctuaries.58 Lindeman’s 

framework has large similarities with framework for consociational theory.  

Key explanatory factors and material 

Greed as a motivational factor is precluded, leaving grievance, physical/cultural fear 

and trust, and opportunity factors. Using earlier studies as a starting point, variables in 

consociational theory are used as reference in the purpose of developing a framework. 

Since the study focuses on homogenous groups the extent of within-group inequalities 

are excluded. Instead the consociational variables are grouped and redefined to explain 

the variables from state perspective. The framework will exclude basic theoretical 

factors that are empirically similar for the selected cases, such as state’s economic 

performance. Economic performance also refers to the state as a whole, and it is the 

state distribution between groups that are interesting in this case. The framework will 

then be used to analyze the two cases.  

                                                 
53 Lins de Albuquerque, A. (2014), p 7. 
54 Emerson, S.A. (2011), p 673; Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 135; Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 131. 
55 Westerfield, B. S. (2012), p 36. 
56 Lins de Albuquerque, A. (2014), p 12. 
57 Ibid (2014), p 11-12. 
58 Lindemann, S. (2014), p 182, 205. 
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Variables 

The framework will include six possible key explanatory characteristics in state 

apparatus, that may create a lower opportunity and/or motivation for intrastate conflict 

from marginalized transnational actors. Each variable will be polarized for enhancement 

or detraction of intrastate conflict with TEK. The polarization will not be graded due to 

limitations in metadata. The result in the variable will instead be described as more or 

less enhancing relative to the polarized end values. This is an open approach without 

predetermined categorical answers. This results in easy misconceptions of the 

framework, as well as the wide delimitations of the variable. However, the text analytic 

open approach gives an advantage during theory development, where no hypothesis for 

scrutiny are determined. In order to grasp the full content of the text an open approach is 

necessary, otherwise bias can direct the study in a wrongful direction.59 

The consociational variables are grouped accordingly to which key explanatory 

category they belong to; grievance, or fear and trust. All variables have a possible 

motivational impact, and some also have a possible opportunity impact. 

The variables in the category grievance is: PARTY SYSTEM, which is a group 

consisting of consociational variable one and three; proportional party system and a 

flexible center. POLITICAL POWER, which is a group consisting of consociational 

variable four and eight; equal divide of power, and regional autonomy. And SOCIO-

ECONOMIC EQUALITY which consists of consociational variable number two with 

the same name. 

The variables in the category fear and trust is: CREDIBILITY AND LEGITIMACY, 

consisting of variable number five; decentralization. TRADITIONS OF 

COMPROMISE AND ACCOMMODATION, which consists of consociational variable 

number nine with the same name. And LOYALTIES, which is a group consisting of 

consociational variable six and seven; external dangers and overarching loyalties. 

A full description of each variable is found below with operationalization in two 

polarized attributed values, representing the end scales for the variable. 

  

                                                 
59 Esaiasson, P. et al. (2012), p 217. 
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Table of variables 

 

VARIABLE DEFINITION OPERATIONALIZATION DELIMITS 

  

Enhancing 

possibility for 

intrastate conflict 

Detracting 

possibility for 

intrastate 

conflict 

 

PARTY SYSTEM 

The system with 

which the 

democratic policy 

process occurs. 

Majority rule Power-sharing 

Elections, 

parties, 

coalitions, 

dialogue, etc. 

CREDIBILITY AND 

LEGITIMACY 

State’s ability to 

collect/distribute 

information and 

security 

throughout its 

territory, to 

minimize lack of 

trust and fear. 

Constricted Extensive 

Political and 

security 

presence, 

decentralization.  

POLITICAL 

POWER 

Approximation of 

ethnic power 

relations. 

Exclusion Inclusion 

Power sum of 

ethnic group, 

regional 

autonomy, 

appointed seats 

in central 

power, 

empowerment. 

TRADITIONS OF 

COMPROMISE AND 

ACCOMMODATION 

All 

behavior that is 

applied by 

governments 

through peaceful 

means, to 

minimize lack of 

trust and fear. 

Coercion Conciliation 

Indiscriminate 

repression, 

selective 

violence, 

negotiation, 

concession. 

LOYALTIES 

Improvement of 

conditions for all 

state governed 

ethnic groups. 

Groupism Nationalism 

Peace accord 

from 2009, state 

corruption, 

unity, 

geographical 

unity. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

EQUALITY 
Equal treatment 

of ethnic groups 

regarding 

economic wealth 

and key social 

services. 

Low High 

Health, 

education, 

water, 

sanitation, 

housing, 

cultural 

discrimination, 

integration 

etc. 

 

Sources 

This study uses databases and secondary sources to determine each country’s change 

in government and institution characteristics, between the beginning of the rebellion in 

2006/2007 and the beginning of the rebellion in 2012. Since no field work has been 
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made the study relies on other researches information. This calls for an even more 

thorough text analysis, in order to only draw conclusions on fact, and not on opinions. 

To the extent that information can be obtained from resources with solely empirical 

data, such as encyclopedias, databases and official recaptures, these will be used. 

Secondarily, information will come from research articles. Lastly, information will 

come from PhD theses, if no other option is available. 

 

Analytic tool 

The following analytic tool will be used. Each states variables are attributed a value, 

on their respective polarized scale, for the beginning and end of the period. No 

information is included that precedes the official date for the first conflict eruption in 

2006/2007, or that follows after the official date in 2012. The period is then divided in 

half to represent beginning and end. The values are then compared intrastate and the 

change is determined. (0 = no change, + = positive change, - = negative change.) The 

absolute value of the variable is not important. What is important is if the tendency in 

change is positive or negative. The tendency is thereafter compared interstate. 

 

 MSSD  

 MALI NIGER 

VARIABLE 
Beginning 

of period 

End of 

period 
Change 

Beginning 

of period 

End of 

period 
Change 

PARTY SYSTEM       

CREDIBILITY AND 

LEGITIMACY 
      

POLITICAL POWER       

TRADITIONS OF 

COMPROMISE AND 

ACCOMMODATION 

      

LOYALTIES       

SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

EQUALITY 
      

OUTBREAK OF 

INTRASTATE 

CONFLICT 
X X 

 
X  
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Analysis 

Mali 

Party system 

In 1992 when Mali became a democracy, a multi-party system was implemented 

that has lasted until the coup d’état in March 2012. The system includes a president, a 

prime minister with 27 ministers beneath, and a national assembly with 147 seats. These 

are all chosen with majoritarian direct popular vote. Elections are held every fifth year. 

The national assembly had, in 2007, 49 constituencies with appointed seats based on 

population size. The party system in Mali consists of many parties that collaborate 

through coalitions. The last election was held in 2007 were voter turnout, of registered 

voters, in the presidential election was only 36 percent, and in the vote for national 

assembly 34 percent. Only about six million voters were registered of the total 

population of 16 million which spurred a deliberation to review the voter registration 

procedures. The coalition Alliance for Democracy and Progress (ADP) won in both 

elections and took 113 of the seats (Figure 7). They had a strong support in the northern 

parts of Mali as well.60 After the election in 2007 it seemed like the era of consensus 

politics was over, which had weakened the multi-party system. This gave room for 

opposition parties that had previously been reticent, debate, and increased 

accountability. Hence establishing a more dynamic democracy.61 The largest opposition 

coalition Front for Democracy and the Republic (FDR) questioned the voter count after 

the presidential election, due to confusion concerning the ballet, but was denied in 

institutional court. The national assembly election was also questioned since candidates 

payed for their place on a party list. This led to candidates being elected because of their 

budget, and their political policies were surpassed.62 During 2009 the consensus politics 

continued, yet again, with the president at its core, and was challenged only after the 

local elections for municipal councils. A higher localized support was noticed in the 

higher voter turnout, over 43 percent.63 In august the constitutional reform proposal was 

agreed on in parliament, enabling a referendum after the elections in 2012. The reform 

included the founding of a senate, a mixed electoral system, parliament control 

functions, and an enhanced executive power. Regarding the electoral commission for 

the 2012 election the government gave one seat to an opposition party and nine to 

sitting parties. This out of a total of ten domestic seats reserved for political parties. 

These changes favored the sitting regime and cannot be seen as other than political 

tampering.64  

Credibility and legitimacy 

Political institutions have the legal apparatuses to implement executive measures and 

scrutiny, but the political climate does not support sanctions. Candidates pay for their 

election which causes a high incitement to remain loyal to the government to avoid loss. 

The institutions are also subordinate the president and can be dissolved at will. In this 

process the scrutiny becomes undermined, and the credibility diminishes. Media is also 

undermined. Mali had a vibrant media society, at least in urban areas, but when negative 

                                                 
60 Nunley, Albert C. (2004-2012), http://africanelections.tripod.com/ml.html [2016-05-14]; Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 127-
128; Baudais, V. et al. (2008), p 770-772. 
61 Wing, S.D. (2010), p 94; Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 128; Baudais, V. et al. (2008), p 769. 
62 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 127-128; Baudais, V. et al. (2008), p 770, 772. 
63 Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 133-134. 
64 Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 131-132; Baudais, V. et al. (2008), p 770. 

http://africanelections.tripod.com/ml.html
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press on authorities came out in 2007, it was stopped by the government. Authors were 

dealt reprimand in the form of fines, and even prison.65 Security forces have regulated 

responsibilities and rules of engagement by law, but they lack resources and morale. 

The troops are mostly southerners which causes discontent in the north.66 In 2011 a 

security program was launched to increase local development, and build a permanent 

local military capacity and presence of the National Army in the northern isolated areas. 

The army still consisted mainly of southerners.67 In late 2011 the Malian Army had to 

deploy additional troops to the north to show force. Unfortunately, they lacked 

sufficient equipment and training.68  

Vertical decentralization is implemented in 8 regions, 49 constituencies, and 703 

municipalities. The boundaries for the municipalities were drawn out of relationship 

between villages and ethnic groups in a bottom-up process. Each municipality has 

locally elected representatives who are responsible for the election of a mayor, 

economic-, cultural-, and social development, as well as education, health and other 

socio-economic factors. The mayor is responsible for police, judiciary, and dialogue 

with government representatives. The performance is supervised by a government 

representative, and resources are given from the government as addition to shared local 

tax revenue. But the transfer of resources from central to regional levels have shown 

problematic, and the portion size of taxes that are supposed to be given to higher 

administration has never been decided. A lack of codification and transparency, of both 

responsibilities as well as resources, has created distrust of the system.69 On top of that, 

infrastructure is very bad, limiting traveling and communication in peripheral areas.70 

The last municipal election was performed in 2009, and even thou ADP still won the 

majority of the 11 000 available seats, the seats were divided among 38 different 

political groups, causing a high fragmentation. For the most part the parties had local 

support, which also caused a geographical fragmentation. With this the electoral 

competition also increased municipal internal competition, when local leaders made an 

attempt to legitimate traditional ethnic power.71  

Political power 

In Mali’s democratic history political parties have not been formed, or elected, 

solely around ethnic lines, but rather around social and economic concerns among the 

society close to state institutions. In large this is the best way to secure alliances and 

support.72 The consequence of all this is that poorer rural minorities, such as the Tuareg, 

have not been highly included in the majority outcome. Although they received two 

minister posts by the prime minister after the elections, the Tuaregs have only been 

junior partners in government since 1996 to 2012 according to The Ethnic Power 

Relations (EPR) dataset 3,0.73 EPR measures ethnical groups access to state power.74 

During the researched period the Tuaregs perceived that their power did not grow, but it 

was not lower compared with other ethnicities (Figure 8).75 In 2011 the government 

                                                 
65 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 129; Bryden, A. et al. (2011), p 125-138, 140. 
66 van Vliet, M. (2014), p 51-53; Bryden, A. et al. (2011), p 126-134, 140. 
67 Ki-Moon, B. (2012), p 14;  Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 131; Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 5-7, 19-20. 
68 Lecocq, B. & Klute, G. (2013), p 430; Sears, J.M. (2013), p 445. 
69 Wing, S.D. (2010), p 84-85; Wing, S.D. (2013), p 480; Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 133; Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 140; 
Hellevik, S.B. (2004), p 29-30. 
70 Briceno-Garmendia, C. M., et al. (2011), p 5, 37. 
71 Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 133-134 Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 31. 
72 Wing, S.D. (2010), p 9; Baudais, V. et al. (2008), p 770-771. 
73 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 128-129; Ethnic Power Relations 3.0, (2014); Wing, S.D. (2013), p 480. 
74 Wucherpfennig, J. et al. (2011), p 426-427. 
75 Afrobarometer, [2016-05-15]. 
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collaborated with competing Tuareg tribes, in order to achieve a local militia that could 

affect current Tuareg leaders influence over the ethnic group, and sow discord to 

weaken mobilization. In a last attempt to gain state authority the government tried to 

recruit, and buy off, returning Tuaregs from Libya.76 

Traditions of compromise and accommodation 

The latest Tuareg rebellion had started in small scale in late 2006. A meeting 

between the government and the northern rebel groups were held in in the summer 2007 

to discuss reforms, and Tuareg mediators were used.77 In the years after 2007 the 

settlement negotiations were continued. In early 2009 the rebellion came to a halt when 

the government launched a military attack against the last northern strongholds, after an 

effective offensive from the Tuaregs.78 When unease began in the north again in late 

2010 the president used negotiation rather than military coercion. All institutions were 

left out of the decision making process except a few military advisors.79 

Loyalties 

Due to mismanagement 70 percent of civil service salaries were foregone in 2007. 80 

In 2009 an additional income revenue was distributed by the president without 

consulting with parliament. When reviewed, the shown calculations did not add up.81 In 

2010 the indications of corruption and mismanagement in political institutions 

culminated. First, the highest economic loss since 2004 were reported after a revision of 

40 institutions. Second, high scale embezzlement from health care officials were 

discovered. And last, there were indications that government officials were involved in 

AQIM smuggling networks.82 Political tension rose in 2010 because of the upcoming 

election in 2012. An overall lack of dialogue between government and society was 

noticeable, especially among religious groups such as the Tuaregs.83 The Tuaregs in 

Mali are centered in the northern regions, without much involvement with other ethnical 

groups. The Tuareg stronghold of Gao and Kidal is located far from the capital Bamako, 

lessening incitements even more from the state to remain loyal to others than the nearest 

support (Figure6).84 Tuaregs went from a majority support for ruling party, to a non-

existent support during the period (Figure 9).85 The continued unease during 2011 

resulted in a renewed government divide and rule strategy, which led to a discontent 

society, and revealed a still authoritarian and concurrent regime.86 In 2007 Mali ranked 

118 out of 179 on the Corruption Perception Index (CPI). The corruption remained high 

all through 2011, not only among politicians but also among military officers. In 2011 

the ranking was 118 out of 182 on CPI.87 This have led to a partial loss in trust in the 

ruling party, especially among the Tuaregs (Figure 10). Despite this the perceived 

inequality in treatment did not change much (Figure 11).88 

                                                 
76 Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 131; van Vliet, M. (2014), p 48. 
77 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 129. 
78 Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 134-135; Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 18. 
79 Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 134. 
80 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 129. 
81 Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 137-138. 
82 Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 134-135. 
83 Ibid (2011), p 135. 
84 Vogt, M., et al., (2015), GeoSpatial Ethnic Power Relations, Tuareg settlements. 
85 Afrobarometer, [2016-05-15]. 
86 Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 131-132; Baudais, V. et al. (2008), p 770. 
87 Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 135; Sears, J.M. (2013), p 446; Transparency International, (2007), 
http://www.transparency.org/research/cpi/cpi_2007 [2016-05-15]; Transparency International, (2011), 
http://www.transparency.org/cpi2011/results [2016-05-15]. 
88 Afrobarometer, [2016-05-15]. 

http://www.transparency.org/research/cpi/cpi_2007
http://www.transparency.org/cpi2011/results
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Previous rebellions have all resulted in peace accords that are very similar in 

content. The main outlines are a partial autonomy for the north, greater decentralization, 

better treatment by government, economic development, and greater political power. 

The demands have been partially met, but not fulfilled. Greater autonomy included the 

withdrawal of national troops, mainly southerners, in favor of regional troops to reduce 

feeling of discrimination. The government implementations towards the latest peace 

accord was the creation of the Kidal Forum which was a financial support system for a 

ten-year development plan in the north. No time-line was drawn for the project. The 

government also conducted a disarmament, demobilization and reintegration program 

for ex-combatants. But a greater autonomy through decentralization, economic 

development and greater political power were not achieved.89  

Socio-economic equality 

In 2007 a program for increased socio-economic development were created, as well 

as plans for financial support of various agricultural projects in the north. This did not 

develop as planned. In the period up until 2012 this did not change considerably, and 

the unemployment grew.90 The economic conditions did not change much for the 

population as a whole but the Tuaregs perceived that their conditions became much 

worse (Figure 12). 

Niger 

Party system 

Niger became a democracy in 1993, and has since then had reoccurring periods of 

military regime and restricted democratic practice, 1996-1999 and 2009-2011. The last 

democratic election was held in spring 2011, and the next is scheduled for 2016. The 

system includes a president, a prime minister that is appointed by the president, and a 

national assembly with 113 seats. The president is chosen by majoritarian direct popular 

vote, and 105 seats in the assembly by proportional direct popular vote in eight 

constituencies. All posts serve a five-year term. The party system consists of multiple 

parties that form coalitions.91 

In 2007 the increasingly centralized maneuvering had already begun in anticipation 

of the upcoming election in 2008/2009. Soon some opposition parties reassembled 

behind the government, supporting an elongation of the term for both the president and 

the assembly. In 2009 the president presented a constitutional reform, granting absolute 

executive power to the president and unlimited number of terms served, and the creation 

of a senate. The conclusion was a coup d’état when the president elected a drafting 

committee, and evaded an election. After many institutional obstacles, the president 

dissolved both the assembly and the court and appointed new. The reform was approved 

with 92 percent, but the opposition, grouped together in a coalition known as the 

Coordination of Forces for Democracy and the Republic (CFDR), boycotted the 

election. Of the total population of 16 million only six million was registered to vote, 

and only 68 percent voted. Shortly after, the election for national assembly was held, 

which was also boycotted by CFDR. In this election the party National Movement for 

the Development of Society-Nassara (MNSD-Nassara) won a majority with 76 seats. 

But here the voter turnout was even lower, 51 percent. The coup was finalized with 

                                                 
89 Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 5-7, 17-19. 
90 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 131-132; Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 138. 
91 Nunley, Albert C. (2004-2012), http://africanelections.tripod.com/ne.html [2016-05-15]; Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 150. 

http://africanelections.tripod.com/ne.html
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local elections where MNSD took more than half the seats, and all when including the 

parties in the coalition.92 In 2010 a new coup d’état was staged, this time from the army, 

removing reigning president. Another constitutional reform was elected, establishing a 

semi-presidential system of government and a limit of two five-year terms for 

presidents. Members of the coup and followers of earlier regime was prohibited to 

participate. Here the voter turnout was 52 percent, and 90 percent voted for the 

reform.93 In 2011 the first presidential- and national assembly election was held since 

2004 with a voter turnout of about 50 percent. The president belongs to the party that 

also took the most seats, 34 out of 113. But several parties gained influential power, 

creating a power-sharing democracy. This repeated itself in the local elections as well. 

A coalition of parties was sealed which gave them a two thirds majority.94 To see the 

result from all elections see figure 13. 

Credibility and legitimacy 

Due to the earlier regime before the second coup, Niger has lacked legislative and 

judicial power. The security forces in Niger includes several branches and are regulated 

by law, but here, as well as in government, effective control is absent. The task has 

earlier been directed more toward force protection than civil protection, and above that 

the mandate has been exceeded with the outcome of illegal harassment and unnecessary 

use of force.95 However, this seem to have changed, mainly since the second coup. After 

the second coupe a new court was established, renewing the judiciary. The silencing of 

the press, that happened before the coup ended, and the status of media was improved. 

The electoral register was altered to include more individuals. The military forces were 

loyal to the new constitution for the main part, but tension was present.96 

In 2009 the decentralization in Niger consisted of three levels, namely seven 

regions, 36 departments, and 266 municipalities. At this time only the municipalities 

were functional. A mayor with a council headed each municipality. The boundaries 

follow the previous ethnic groupings to a large extent, and were determined by social 

and political factors in a bottom-up process. However, possible municipalities were 

joined to lessen the number and are not ethnically centered regionally, instead mixed 

ethnic geographic settlement occurs. Tuaregs in Niger are settled in the north, but are 

still spread out in municipalities with other ethnic majorities. 97 

Political power 

After the official peace Tuareg leaders was approved to contribute in the debate on 

transition alternatives, and after the elections in 2011 a Tuareg was appointed prime 

minister. Since then several other posts have been claimed, both in government and in 

municipalities.98 The support in the total population and among Tuaregs where equal 

towards the ruling party in 2011/2013 (Figure 14).99 Unfortunately, no earlier statistics 

                                                 
92 Nunley, Albert C. (2004-2012), http://africanelections.tripod.com/ne.html [2016-05-15]; Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 144-
145; Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 148, 150-151; Baudais, V. et al. (2012), p 453-454. 
93 Nunley, Albert C. (2004-2012), http://africanelections.tripod.com/ne.html [2016-05-15]; Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 150-
151; International Crisis Group, (2013), p 15-16. 
94 Nunley, Albert C. (2004-2012), http://africanelections.tripod.com/ne.html [2016-05-15]; Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 146-
147; Baudais, V. et al. (2012), p 456-457. 
95 Bryden, A. et al. (2011), p 180-183, 185-187, 203. 
96 Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 151-154; Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 148; International Crisis Group, (2013), p 23. 
97 Mohamadou, A. (2009), p 3, 7; Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 67; International Crisis Group, (2013), p27; Aboubacar, Z. 
(2013), p 2, 8. 
98 Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 154; Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p147; Pézard, S. et al. (2015), p 70. 
99 Afrobarometer, [2016-05-15]. 

http://africanelections.tripod.com/ne.html
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are available. Before 2011 the Tuaregs have been powerless according to EPR dataset 

3,0. Since 2012 they are instead junior partners.100 

Traditions of compromise and accommodation 

In the last uprising the Tuaregs claimed that they were willing to negotiate. The 

government however refused to negotiate, as in earlier rebellions, and instead used 

military force and reinforced the troops in the region, coercing the Tuaregs to strengthen 

their offensive as well. The civilian suffering was notable, and together with the 

political opposition they called for negotiations. This ended with the pre-election 

maneuvers. The negotiations were raised again after the coup, initiated by the 

government, but no peace accord was yet signed. The new regime was more conciliate 

and open, already during the draft of the new constitution. Peace was official in January 

2010. After that recurrent dialogues have been held.101 

Loyalties 

The reigning government in 2007 was colored by anti-democratic influences as 

xenophobia. False accusations of corruption were made in 2009 to eliminate 

oppositional influences. After the second coup a clean-up of state officials was done to 

heave the corruption. In 2007 Niger was ranked 123 out of 179 on CPI. In 2012 the 

ranking was higher, 113 out of 174.102 Government xenophobia or not, the Tuaregs in 

Niger are concentrated to the northern parts of the country but still spread across that 

area, intermixed with other ethnicities. They are also perfectly within reach of the 

capitol Niamey (Figure 6).103 

The last uprising delivered demands of economic equality regarding mining 

revenues, a greater decentralization, more political and military power, and more jobs 

overall. The last peace accord from 1995 had many similarities and had not been 

implemented to a satisfying degree. When peace finally was agreed on, an organ with 

the purpose of reintegrating ex-combatants were established. The transitional regime 

had a stated goal of increasing social cohesion.104 The general trust and support among 

Tuareg were higher than the overall population for the ruling party in 2011/2013 (Figure 

15), and the perceived unequal treatment were almost identical (Figure 16).105 

Socio-economic equality 

After the second coup the financial affairs, especially the mining business, were 

reviewed which resulted in dismissal of lucrative positions. Unfortunately, the 

agricultural production shortage created famine, particularly in the northern regions 

among pastorals such as Tuaregs. Distribution of free food was implemented to manage 

the high malnutrition. After the election in 2011 an extensive five-year plan for socio-

economic development was drafted.106 

  

                                                 
100 Ethnic Power Relations 3.0, (2014). 
101 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 143-145; Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 152; Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 151, 154; Pézard, S. et 
al. (2015), p 70; International Crisis Group, (2013), p 12. 
102 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 144-146; Mehler, A. et al. (2010), p 150; Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 150, 152; Transparency 
International, (2007), http://www.transparency.org/research/cpi/cpi_2007 [2016-05-15]; Transparency International, 
(2012), http://www.transparency.org/cpi2012/results [2016-05-15]. 
103 Vogt, M., et al., (2015), GeoSpatial Ethnic Power Relations, Tuareg settlements. 
104 Mehler, A. et al. (2008), p 142; Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 154; Baudais, V. et al. (2012), p 454. 
105 Afrobarometer, [2016-05-15]. 
106 Mehler, A. et al. (2011), p 153, 156; Mehler, A. et al. (2012), p 147. 
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Comparison 

 MSSD  

 MALI NIGER 

VARIABLE 
Beginning 

of period 

End of 

period 
Change 

Beginning 

of period 

End of 

period 
Change 

PARTY SYSTEM 
Majority 

rule 

Majority 

rule 0 Consensus 
Power-

sharing + 

CREDIBILITY AND 

LEGITIMACY 
Constricted Constricted - Constricted Constricted + 

POLITICAL POWER Exclusive Exclusive + Exclusive 
In part 

inclusive + 

TRADITIONS OF 

COMPROMISE AND 

ACCOMMODATION 

Conciliation Conciliation 0 Coercion Conciliation + 

LOYALTIES Groupism Groupism 0 Groupism 
Social 

cohesion + 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC 

EQUALITY 
Low Low 0 Low Higher + 

OUTBREAK OF 

INTRASTATE 

CONFLICT 
X X 

 
X  

 

 

At first glans the analysis looks quite bland. But despite no exclusive key 

explanatory factor, the analysis gives an initial direction. To begin with, Niger has had a 

positive change in various degrees on all variables during the period. This coincides 

with consociational theory, as predicted. Second, instead of only looking at what Niger 

achieved, look at what Mali did not achieve. Contemplating the meaning of relative, in 

relative deprivation, this requires something or someone to be compared with. The 

variables that did not change can thus be assumed to not have contributed to the 

outcome in a large extent. Those might still be cause for motivation or opportunity, but 

as a fertile soil and not the trigger. This leaves one negative variable that might be a key 

explanatory factor. But let us elaborate more on the differences between the countries 

first, and then return to the possible trigger. 

Political power has changed for the better in both states, an in Mali Tuaregs did not 

perceive themselves as having less power. But however scantly improved, it is still at 

minimum. Especially in Mali, the distance to institutions from the Tuareg areas imply 

more of a shadow role in the executive than in Niger. 

Even if Niger is still at a very early stage in its latest reform, so far they have 

managed to keep their proportional power-sharing system. With a higher voter turnout, 

and geographical ethnic dispersion, this have lessened the marginalization from 

government. Also, since before the military coup of 2009, all ethnic groups had been 

marginalized as a result of the more authoritarian regime rather than majoritarian. The 

perceived grievances between groups were therefore not as incorporated into society, as 

they are in Mali. Here lessened fear of the government is the key. 

In Mali’s the use of majority rule becomes misleading through the buying of 

government seats combined with the low voter turnout. The tradition of caring for the 

personal interest make the government lack in credibility. Due to bad infrastructure the 
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regional ethnic cohesion further enhances this trend, since ethnic groups closer to urban 

environments have better opportunities to vote. The marginalized Tuaregs regional 

territory are furthest away from the center of power, making their voice less important. 

In short, the elections only enhance the already sanctioned majority rule of an ethnic 

group, creating discontent and marginalization of others, especially since the political 

tampering is high.  

Over all a lot was promised in order to reduce marginalization in both states. For 

example, the socio-economic changes that were promised in order the bridge the gap 

between ethnic groups. However, only Niger managed to keep some of them and deliver 

any real outcome. If anything the extensive agricultural plan in Mali further 

marginalized the pastoral Tuaregs. The result was that they perceived their situation as 

even worse compared to other ethnicities. The higher neglect on Mali’s behalf of 

previous peace accords than Niger only further sanctions the marginalization of 

Tuaregs. The continued marginalization of Tuaregs results in loss of faith in nationality. 

The state institutions have yet to unite the ethnic groups in one society, starting with 

their own nationalism. Mali’s handling, compared to Niger’s, of the returning Tuaregs 

in 2011 enhances the lack of unity. Mali failed in disarmament and integration of these 

individuals, while Niger managed this better and even created work opportunities for 

them. 

Nationalism in Niger has changed for the better. Support have long been low in both 

states because of the groupism among the ruling majority. Corruption was high in both 

states in the beginning of the period. Niger however had a thorough clean-up after its 

second coup, when a substantial share of the politicians was weeded out and replaced 

with leaders that promoted social cohesion. With this came a higher support for the new 

government in Niger from Tuaregs, while the support for Mali’s government dwindled 

with the ongoing groupism. While Niger saw the beginning of a clearer unity and 

nationalism, the norm of consensus further increased the centralization of power in 

Mali. Nationalism is even more important with a majoritarian multi-party system in a 

state with ethnic minorities. One solution for this is decentralization. This requires 

functioning regulations for executive, scrutiny and judiciary, otherwise the state will 

lack in credibility and legitimacy. Both states have had, and still have, a constricted 

decentralization in functionality. Despite decentralization the actual political power is 

centralized. Particularly Mali, with its 703, for the most part ethnically divided, 

municipalities suffer from a high fragmentation. A high fragmentation combined with a 

majority rule may result in higher discontent.  

Niger with its ethnically mixed 266 municipalities has managed better in 

distribution. A municipality drawn out of ethnic lines enhances divergence between 

municipal will and state, when the ethnic group in question is excluded from national 

power. 

So what about the explanation for the rebellion? 

What we can see from the analytic tool is a lack of credibility and legitimacy as the 

most likely key explanatory variable for the uprising in Mali and lack there off in Niger. 

The political power that does increase can apparently not outweigh the loss of 

credibility and legitimacy. The comparison also shows a hollowed government and 

institution. The variable credibility and legitimacy falls under the motivational category 

lack of trust and physical/ structural fear, and contains various degrees of 

decentralization. A plausible explanation, that relate to earlier theory, could be that the 

unsuccessful decentralization lessened trust and created fear of further ethnic 
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discrimination from the highly heterogeneous population. Unsuccessful decentralization 

can also create a weakened state, which could lead to further fear and distrust. But since 

fear of a weakened state relates to external dangers and a unified population this theory 

seems doubtful. Credibility and legitimacy as the key variable would mean that 

grievance have not played a part as motivation for this uprising. This corresponds with 

the theory that grievance plays a smaller part the longer a conflict prevails. Even if this 

uprising can be separated in time from earlier, the basic foundations of the conflict are 

the same. 

If fear and distrust are not present, diminished credibility and legitimacy would 

instead promote mobilization and thus fall in the opportunity category. According to the 

theory however, opportunity succeeds grievance and trust/ fear on the conflict timeline, 

and opportunity is a necessary but not sufficient condition for conflict. 

 

Conclusion 
The aim of this study was to try to contribute and develop the generalizing theory on 

dyadic conflict eruption in Africa, containing marginalized TEK. The focus on the study 

rested on the impact that state apparatus characteristic has for lowering risk of conflict. 

The research was completed through the question; 

Which state apparatus characteristics within African states, cause a lower risk for 

intrastate conflict from marginalized transnational actors? 

The study has resulted in two observations. First, it supports the claim of 

consociational theory that enhanced presence of its nine favorable factors diminishes the 

risk for intrastate tension and violence. 

Second, it proposes that a successful decentralization is the possible key explanatory 

characteristic of state apparatus that decreases risk for dyadic intrastate conflict. The 

causal mechanism here being heightened credibility and legitimacy of constitution 

because of increased trust and lowered fear of further ethnic discrimination. This 

supports Lins de Albuquerque’s conclusion from 2014 on heightened risk from 

unsuccessful decentralization, but with trust and fear as motivation rather than 

grievance. 

As seen, the variables are intertwined to a high degree, making it difficult to isolate 

the key explanatory factor from other variables, and extract a causal mechanism, 

without regression. It is necessary to verify these results before further theory 

development can be done. As of now, the result may actually be affected by 

intermediate and/or underlying variables not included in this study. Especially 

leadership promoting a civic society can prove important. After all, both countries 

change in constitution was created and implemented by strong influential leaders in 

different directions. This entails both politicians and military, which both are promoting 

in Niger but not in Mali. If leadership hold a more prominent role as key explanatory 

factor the observed corruption would also have a stronger impact. External actors my 

also play a prominent part in understanding conflict outbreak because of own motives 

such as greed. None of these possible variables can be excluded at this point, and more 

may exist. This becomes a problem with MSSD, since the number of variables should 

be less than the number of analyzed units. 

The only thing that is safe to say is that the result of the study depends on the 

material used. Unfortunately, the material in this study is limited. There are few non-

biased resources available and overall a less extensive body of resource on Niger. Using 
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secondary sources is not optimal in this kind of study, which is important to remember 

when drawing on the shown result for further studies. 

From the available material it is also very hard to conclude when TNR gained hold 

of the conflict. Because of the historical ties between AQIM and Tuaregs, TNR might 

have been influencing rebellion before conflict outbreak. Their motivation is not the 

same as TEK, making this into a whole other study. The different rebellions in each 

country have also been driven by different organized groups of Tuaregs.  For this 

reason, it is also hard to view all Tuaregs as homogenous. 

To conclude I will say that Mali’s state apparatus characteristics are not bad in their 

self. The structure may offer stability and consistency if the policy-making is credible 

and legitimate. In Mali’s case however, it is lacking. The earlier praise of Mali’s 

stability can be summarized in that what on the outside seemed as a stable democracy 

were never thoroughly scrutinized. So far we have only scratched the surface. This 

study has only made a nick, but with more probing we can pierce further into this 

developing theory.  
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